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Coffee leaf rust (CLR) caused by the biotrophic fungus Hemileia vastatrix is the most 
important disease of Arabica coffee (Fig. 1.), reaching nowadays a worldwide distribution. 
Breeding for rust resistance has proven successful, but the highly adaptable nature of the 
fungus shaped by the dynamic system of host-pathogen co-evolution has been a critical 
limitation for achieving durable CLR resistance. As a consequence a gradual breakdown of 
resistance has been observed over the years in many improved varieties in several 
countries [1]. In the presence of such a serious and constant threat of new evolving 
pathotypes emerging under a strong selective pressure and becoming epidemically spread 
on a continental scale, sound knowledge on population genetics can be used to determine 
the major forces and mechanisms driving evolution of pathotypes, providing ground to 
understand how host resistance genes are overcome and to define specific practical 
guidelines to increase the durability of genetic sources of resistance in coffee. 

A population genomics approach through RAD-sequencing is being used, supported by a 
comprehensive along-time coverage of H. vastatrix’s geographical origins and virulence 
profiles (Fig. 2.), that provides a unique opportunity for detection of temporal variation over 
the last 50 years. In a first step, RADseqs of 24  H. vastatrix isolates from the collection of 
IICT/CIFC, comprising contrasting virulence profiles, collection years and coffee hosts, are 
being generated. Whole genome re-sequencing of the remaining sampling is planned to 
proceed afterwards. 

The overall data of thousands of SNPs simultaneously 
genotyped on those samples will be used to: 
(I) trace patterns of migration/dispersal, gene flow and 

phylogeographical structure;  
(II) detect specific signatures of selection in the genome 

and identify putative loci/candidate genes of adaptive 
significance, searching for insights on the mechanisms 
of pathogen evolution underlying virulence 
differentiation. 

Urgent need to understand the dynamics 
underlying epidemics of CLR to prevent 

recurrent breakdown of coffee resistance 

How have been H. vastatrix 
spreading through time 

How are the different 
pathotypes related  

Which potential evolutionary mechanisms are 
involved in the emergence of new pathotypes 

? 

Fig. 1. (Top) CLR symptomatic coffee trees showing leaf drop aside with 
rust resistant genotypes; (Left) CLR disease symptoms, detail of 
pustules of uredosporic sori on the leaf lower surface; (Right) Scanning 
electron micrograph of a uredosporic sorum. 

? 

? Is their genetic variation structured according 
to geographic origin or/and coffee hosts 

? 

Sequence data from 64 isolates of H. vastatrix was generated for a candidate 
gene (CG) with unknown function retrieved from a 454 transcriptomic 
analysis of three H. vastatrix differentiation/infection stages [2,3]. First 
results from data analysis showed a high haplotype diversity, particularly 
concentrated in Africa, where all haplotypes occur, except H10 (Fig. 3). A 
pattern of diverging haplotypes was found from a phylogenetic 
reconstruction, where the most basal and distinct group corresponded to 
rusts isolated from diploid coffees (Fig. 4A). In fact, half of the haplotypes 
identified were unique to rusts from diploid coffee species, while all other 
rust samples isolated from the tetraploid C. arabica and related intra and 
inter-specific hybrids, shared the remaining haplotypes and were 
heterozygous. Interestingly, in these rusts, alelles A clustered together apart 
from the alelles B, forming two divergent groups (Fig. 4B) and revealing a 
clear structuring of genetic variation with a probable adaptive significance. 

Fig. 4. Maximum likelihood (ML) tree obtained for the CG dataset with one representative per haplotype. Values above branches represent 
bootstrap values from 1000 replicates. Haplotypes (H1-H14) are represented by colours in accordance to the colour code on Fig.3. Pie charts 
represent haplotype frequencies obtained for the candidate gene in relation to the main types of coffee hosts. 
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Our results provide a first insight on H. vastatrix adaptive genetic variation, with a promising 
potential to bring relevant information on the major selective pressures and on gene evolution. 
Furthermore, they also suggest an important role for this candidate gene worth exploring by 
follow-up studies. It is expected that the population genomics data will tremendously increase 
our knowledge on the molecular basis underlying population variability and virulence evolution 
in coffee leaf rust, potentially applicable to other rusts, leading us through the first steps to start 
unveiling how new pathotypes emerge and how host resistance genes are overcome.  

Fig. 3. Geographical distribution of population haplotype frequencies (pie charts) for the candidate gene dataset of 64 H. vastatrix isolates, grouped in five 
main regions: South America (Brazil and Colombia), Southern and Central Africa (African Central Republic, Angola, Madagascar, Mozambique, S. Tomé island, 
Tanzania), East Africa (Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda), South Asia (India and Sri Lanka), East Asia (China, Papua New Guinea, Phillippines, Timor).  Pie 
chart colour code is presented on the right; size of pie charts correspond to sample size. 
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Fig. 2. Geographical distribution of H. vastatrix sampling for this study, kept at the collection of CIFC/IICT, comprising about 180 isolates from 20 coffee 
growing countries, more than 40 virulence profiles and coffee hosts, collected since 1952 to the present day.  


